A new ambulatory system for comparative evaluation of the three-dimensional knee kinematics, applied to anterior cruciate ligament injuries Abstract The aim of this study was to develop an ambulatory system for the three-dimensional (3D) knee kinematics evaluation, which can be used outside a laboratory during long-term monitoring. In order to show the efficacy of this ambulatory system, knee function was analysed using this system, after an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) lesion, and after reconstructive surgery. The proposed system was composed of two 3D gyroscopes, fixed on the shank and on the thigh, and a portable data logger for signal recording. The measured parameters were the 3D mean range of motion (ROM) and the healthy knee was used as control. The precision of this system was first assessed using an ultrasound reference system. The repeatability was also estimated. A clinical study was then performed on five unilateral ACL-deficient men (range: 19-36 years) prior to, and a year after the surgery. The patients were evaluated with the IKDC score and the kinematics measurements were carried out on a 30 m walking trial. The precision in comparison with the reference system was 4.4°, 2.7°and 4.2°for flexion-extension, internal-external rotation, and abduction-adduction, respectively. The repeatability of the results for the three directions was 0.8°, 0.7°a nd 1.8°. The averaged ROM of the five patients' healthy knee were 70.1°[ standard deviation (SD) 5.8°], 24.0°( SD 3.0°) and 12.0°(SD 6.3°) for flexion-extension, internal-external rotation and abduction-adduction before surgery, and 76.5°(SD 4.1°), 21.7°(SD 4.9°) and 10.2°(SD 4.6°) 1 year following the reconstruction. The results for the pathologic knee were 64.5°(SD 6.9°), 20.6°(SD 4.0°) and 19.7°(8.2°) during the first evaluation, and 72.3°(SD 2.4°), 25.8°(SD 6.4°) and 12.4°(SD 2.3°) during the second one. The performance of the system enabled us to detect knee function modifications in the sagittal and transverse plane. Prior to the reconstruction, the ROM of the injured knee was lower in flexion-extension and internalexternal rotation in comparison with the controlateral knee. One year after the surgery, four patients were classified normal (A) and one almost normal (B), according to the IKDC score, and changes in the kinematics of the five patients remained: lower flexion-extension ROM and higher internal-external rotation ROM in comparison with the controlateral knee. The 3D kinematics was changed after an ACL lesion and remained altered one year after the surgery.
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Introduction
The aim of performing an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction is to obtain a stable knee with a good function. This objective is attained in 80-90% of the patients operated for an isolated lesion [1] . Under these conditions, the secondary menisci lesions also decreased [1] . However, currently no study is able to prove that an ACL reconstruction prevents the development of knee osteoarthrosis [2] [3] [4] [5] . Knee osteoarthrosis could be at least as frequent for operated knees as for non-operated ones [4, 5] .
The persistence of a three-dimensional (3D) knee kinematics deterioration during daily activities, despite the reconstructive surgery, is one of the hypotheses formulated to explain the development of long-term chondral lesions [6] . Ligament reconstruction is a procedure that restores knee laxity and stability close to normal. But the reconstruction would be too rough to restore a function similar to that of the healthy knee. A recent study on cadaveric knees showed that three different ACL reconstruction techniques were unable to restore a physiological rotation of the tibia [7] . Thus, the stresses in the joint would be altered. In vivo, most of the studies related to the knee kinematics before and after an ACL reconstruction [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] have measured the range of motion in the sagittal plane (flexion-extension). The knowledge in the frontal (abduction-adduction) and transverse (internal-external) rotation planes is still incomplete [6, [14] [15] [16] [17] . Nevertheless, the persistence of kinematics worsening in these two planes of rotation, after an ACL reconstruction [6, 14, 15] , could actually contribute towards explaining an increase in the stresses exerted on the cartilage during daily activities.
Although the evaluation of the 3D kinematics appears essential, the difficulties in performing such measurements are multiple. First, there are a variety of analysis techniques [18, 36] . Most of them need specially trained staff and a long acquisition and analysis time to gather a small number of measurements. Their costs are often prohibitive for clinical studies. To be accurate, some techniques use invasive methods, which further limit the number of patients and the evaluation conditions. Usually skin markers are used. The accuracy of these methods depends on markers alignment and on their motion relative to the bone [19, 20] . Whatever the selected system is, it is necessary to use a definition to parameterize the movements measured in the space. However, no definition has been unanimously recognized and the results vary significantly from one investigator to another [21, 22] . The small amplitude of the movements in the frontal and transverse planes is even more sensitive to such definitions [23] . Moreover, the inter-subject variation of the kinematics parameters and surgical techniques [24] is an additional difficulty to underline the kinematics criteria susceptible to explain the development of degenerative changes. Therefore, suitable tools for in vivo assessment of ACL deficient and ACL reconstructed knee are still missing.
This study proposes a new comparative knee function evaluation method using an ambulatory system based on the movement recorded on thigh and shank. It quantifies the differences of 3D kinematics of a knee from a reference value. This reference could be the healthy controlateral knee or a previous value (baseline) of the same knee. Firstly, the performances of this system were assessed. Secondly, its suitability for clinical evaluation was studied on patients with an isolated and unilateral ACL rupture, before and after surgical treatment.
Materials and methods

Patients
Five men (mean age 31 years, range 19-39) with an isolated unilateral ACL lesion have been recruited for this study. The presence of any other musculoskeletal disorder able to disrupt the gait was an exclusion criterion. These patients were professionally active and performed sport activities several times per week. None of them was a competition athlete. The first measurements were realized before surgery and after physical therapy and functional recovery (mean delay between ACL injury and reconstruction: 14 months, range . No gait asymmetry was visually detectable. All the surgeries were performed following an identical surgical technique-ACL reconstruction with bone-patellar tendonbone autograft [25] -by the same surgeon. The followup data were recorded 1 year after the reconstruction. In between, the patients followed the same rehabilitation protocol [26] . No gait alteration was observed during both measurements. The characteristics of the patients are listed in Table 1 .
The clinical protocol was the same for both evaluations (baseline and 1 year after ACL reconstruction) and was made by the same independent examiner. It consisted of a standard clinical evaluation and a functional dynamic analysis of the knee with our proposed ambulatory system. The clinical part included a complete evaluation according to the IKDC 2000 form [27, 28] , including the subjective part and a static laxity measurement with a KT1000
Ò arthrometer (MedMetric, San Diego, USA), applying the maximal manual force and calculating side to side differences. The dynamic evaluation consisted of 30 m of flat level walking. The patients executed the path at a comfortable pace and with their own sport shoes. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our hospital and written informed consent was given by all the patients prior to enrolment.
Measuring device
The system was composed of two miniature sensory modules (2.5·2.5·3 cm 3 ) fixed with silicone straps on the thigh and on the shank (Fig. 1) . Each module contained three gyroscopes (ENC-03, Murata, Japan) perpendicularly mounted. A gyroscope is a sensor containing a vibrating element, which is sensitive to the angular velocity [29] . The ranges of the gyroscopes were set between 300 and 600°/s, in order to avoid amplitude saturation during the walk. These modules were connected to a portable data logger (Physilog Ò , BioAGM, Switzerland). Signals were sampled at 200 Hz and recorded on a memory card inserted in the data logger. At the end of the measurement, the data were downloaded to a computer and analysed with a special algorithm developed under Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
The modules were fixed on the patients in upright position. The 3D gyroscopes were visually oriented to align with the anatomical axes and to be collinear with each other (Fig. 1) . The gyroscopic data were expressed in their segment's frame, and the joint's values in a mobile frame. The 3D knee motions were described along three directions, named flexion-extension, internal-external rotation and abduction-adduction, according to the joint's movements.
Data analysis
By subtracting the shank gyroscopic signals from the corresponding thigh ones, our algorithm calculated the 3D angular velocity of the joint. Then, after filtering and integration, it determined the 3D angles of the knee (Fig. 2) .
In the framework of this study, only the flat level walking activity was tested; the 3D continuous angles were considered as three mean ranges of motion (ROM). So, for each walk the gait cycles were delimited [29] . Then, the maximal and minimal values of the three angles were localized for each cycle, in order to determine the cycles' amplitudes. Finally, the mean values were calculated for the steady part of the walking trial, in this way removing the influence of initial acceleration and terminal deceleration.
Comparisons have been made between the 3D kinematics of the healthy and the injured knee of the same patient and between two values of the same knee obtained at different times. The D h parameter was calculated to compare the 3D ROM of the pathologic knee with the controlateral healthy knee of the same patient, and the D b parameter was considered as the 3D ROM The indicated age corresponds to the patient's age at the first evaluation. Delay 1 corresponds to the time between the lesion and the first evaluation. Delay 2 corresponds to the time between the surgery and the second evaluation Fig. 1 The proposed system composed of two 3D gyroscopes fixed on the thigh and on the shank with silicone straps, and a Physilog Ò data logger change in the postoperative knee compared to its preoperative value:
Evaluation of the measuring system
To assess the performance of the system, two series of measurements were realized. First, the precision of the system was evaluated for a healthy subject during 3 km/h walks on a treadmill (Marathon, Kettler, Germany). The 3D angles were recorded during five tests of 40 s walk by our proposed system and simultaneously by an ultrasonic system (Zebris Ò , Medizintechnik, Germany). The Zebris system was used with two triplets fixed on the thigh and on the shank close to the gyroscopes. The triplets were orientated to measure the 3D rotations of the two segments along the same axes of the gyroscopes. The sampling rates were 50 Hz for the reference system and its accuracy was less than 1° [ 30] . An algorithm was specially realized to express the kinematics values of the reference system according to mobile frame. Since the proposed system provides only the relative angles, the accuracy, which expresses a systematic error, is here irrelevant [33] . Therefore, only precision corresponding to the dispersion of the difference between actual and measured data was considered. So, for each sample of the five walks, the differences between both data were determined, and then, their standard deviation (SD) calculated over each walking trial. The correlation coefficients were also calculated between the angles obtained through both systems considering the signals of each walking trial (40 s).
Then, the repeatability [33] of this new evaluation technique was assessed in two different ways. First a healthy subject was asked to perform the same 30 m trial eight times while the system was removed and replaced between each trial. The 3D ROM was determined for each trial and the mean and standard deviation calculated. The standard deviation was considered as the repeatability error (RE sens ) due to the sensor's attachment. Secondly, the repeatability was assessed during the second measurement, performed after ACL reconstruction, by asking the patients to repeat each test three times (without removing the system). The 3D ROM was calculated independently for the three tests. Then, for each patient and parameter, the differences between the three tests and the mean value of the three tests were calculated. Finally, the SD of all patients' differences were determined for each parameter and was considered as the repeatability error (RE gait ) due to the gait change of the same subject from one trial to another during the same measurement.
Results
Instrumentation
The results for angle estimation are compared to the reference system in Fig. 3 . The precision (minimum; maximum) obtained for the five walks were, respectively (2.5°; 4.4°), (2.1°; 2.7°) and (2.7°; 4.2°) for the flexionextension, the internal-external rotation and the abduction-adduction. The corresponding correlation coefficients were, respectively, between (0.98; 0.99), (0.92; 0.96) and (0.75; 0.9).
The mean 3D ROM obtained with the healthy subjects over eight repeated walking trials were 69.9°, 25.8°a nd 11.6°and the RE sens were 0.8°, 0.7°and 1.8°, respectively. Table 2 contains repeatability errors RE gait for the 3D ROM and D parameters during the tests with the five patients. Figure 4 presents the 3D ROM for a typical patient for three postoperative walks. This figure also reports RE gait (Table 2) . The results of the IKDC score (2000 form), of the IKDC subjective score and of the laxity measurement, before and after the surgery, are listed in Fig. 5 . One year after the reconstruction, all the patients improved their IKDC score: four knees were classified ''normal'' (A) and one ''almost normal'' (B). The subjective IKDC score improved by 17.1 units in average (range 12.6-22.1). The laxity decreased by 6.2 mm in average (range 4-9). Table 3 contains the 3D ROM measured for the healthy and the pathologic knee of the five patients prior to surgery and a year after it. Figure 6 shows the three D h graphs illustrating the modification of the 3D ROM of the deficient knee compared to the controlateral healthy knee, before and after the ACL reconstruction. The 100% value corresponds to the value measured for the healthy knee considered as the reference. The results are expressed as a percentage of this value. In flexion-extension, the deficient knee showed a decrease of the ROM compared to the healthy knee, which persisted postoperatively. In internal-external rotation, the deficient knee showed a decrease in ROM. However, after the ACL reconstruction, an increase was measured for all the patients. In abduction-adduction, no tendency was found. Patients 1, 3 and 4 walked with an increase in ROM; while patient 5 showed a decrease and patient 2 did not demonstrate any dissymmetry. However, after the surgery, those patients who showed an ROM variation went closer to the reference value (healthy knee).
The three D b graphs of Fig. 7 illustrate the postoperative evolution of the 3D ROM of both, the injured and the healthy knees, in comparison with their preoperative value. The 100% value corresponded to the preoperative value of each knee. The results were expressed in percentage compared to this value. In flexion-extension, after the surgery, a ROM increase was measured for the operated knee. The same was observed for the healthy knee. For the internal-external rotation, an ROM gain was measured for the operated knee, with the exception of patient 1, in whom the change was not noticeable for the healthy knee. In abduction-adduction, the operated knees rather showed an ROM decrease. No general tendency was noticed for the ROM of the healthy knee.
Discussion
Instrumentation
The results of the proposed system were close to those of the reference system presenting small standard deviation (2°-4°), reflecting precise estimations of angles for the three directions. Although the internalexternal rotation angle showed a lower error, the system works identically for the three directions. This difference could be due to a better matching of the two systems (reference and proposed) for this direction of rotation. Actually, the alignment of gyroscopes axis was easier for internal-external rotation. The correlation coefficients were all superior to 0.9 for the flexion-extension and the internal-external rotation. They varied between 0.75 and 0.9 for the abductionadduction. This lower correlation could be explained by the smaller rotation amplitudes occurring along this axis, as reported by Marin et al. [34] .
The important aspect concerning the performance of our system is the repeatability of the results, which is essential to determine if two knees function similarly or not. First, we assessed the repeatability of the system by measuring eight walks of the same subject (RE sens ). These values reflect the sensitivity of the system to the orientation of the sensors at the installation. But it also considered (at least for one subject) the differences in the way of walking from one in the way of walking (gait). For flexion-extension and internal-external rotation both values (RE sens and RE gait ) were close and less than one degree. For abduction-adduction RE sens was low (1.8°) in comparison with the ROM occurring in this direction. As previously stated, the alignment of the sensors was more difficult for the abduction-adduction, which can explain the lower repeatability. The error of repeatability was less than the precision. This is due to the fact that the precision was estimated based on the instantaneous values of angles whereas the repeatability concerned the ROM. Moreover the precision considered a reference system as actual value while in repeatability the error was obtained through the same system.
When comparing the ROM obtained through this system with those of the devices presented in the literature [15] [16] [17] 35] , we obtained physiological values for flexion-extension and internal-external rotation. But for the abduction-adduction (Table 3 ) some ROM are too large. This can be explained by the fact that, though the sensors were oriented very carefully during the measurements, this was not sufficient to get good results for the abduction-adduction. Figure 8 shows the results of a simulation where the sensing module of the thigh was virtually misaligned from )10°to 10°in the horizontal, frontal and the sagittal planes. This figure represents the difference for both legs of the five patients in the postoperative trials in comparison with the results obtained without virtual misalignment. This simulation confirms that this system is sensitive to the orientation of the sensors during the attachment. In comparison with the repeatability results obtained when the system was removed several times (RE sens ), visual orientation of the sensors seems to be reproducible within a few degrees. Therefore, the high abduction-adduction ROM could come from crosstalk error caused by a particular gait or from skin motion. One can notice that the performance obtained through this system has been sufficient to reveal changes during its clinical utilisation.
Compared to optic, magnetic or ultrasonic motion capture systems using laboratory setting [36, 37] , the proposed system showed lower precision, but allowed autonomous and non-constrained measurements. Since this system was based on body fixed sensors, it was fully ambulatory and can be used outside a laboratory. Another aspect which makes gyroscopes attractive for this study is the fact that gyroscopes can be attached anywhere on a body segment; the angular rotation is still the same along this segment. The system was easy-to-use and its manipulation (attachment, withdrawal, transfer and data analysis) takes only a few minutes. Since the patients do not need any assistance during the measurements and the capacity of the memory is large enough to record many hours, this system could be used for long-term monitoring of daily activities. However, for more rigorous activities, errors due to skin and muscle motion, as well as slippage of the straps and sliding due to sweat must be considered.
The main advantage of the proposed system in comparison with other ambulatory devices using body fixed sensors is its ability to provide 3D evaluation of knee kinematics. For example Williamson et al. [38] and Dejnabadi et al. [39] combined one gyroscope and two accelerometers on the thigh and on the shank to get the absolute knee angle in the sagittal plane, but those systems were unable to measure internal-external rotation. Giansanti et al. [40] investigated the possibility of using six or nine accelerometers to obtain the position and orientation of a body segment. Their simulations concluded that none of the two systems was suitable for body position and orientation estimation. Although 3D motion analysis systems using gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetometers [41, 42] have been designed, they have not been applied to 3D ambulatory evaluation of knee kinematics. The proposed system is a simple alternative to gait laboratory systems for the 3D knee kinematics evaluation. During this study, the angular values have been evaluated as ROM, but a more detailed analysis of the patterns of movement [43, 44] during the gait cycles would probably enhance the comparisons. The present system does not give absolute angular values, but a new sensors combination, including accelerometers, should enable it to get these values [39] . Moreover, using more sensors should also permit insensitivity to the initial orientation of the sensors and crosstalk errors. In addition, the realization of a wireless system [45] should improve the patient's comfort and the quality of the results.
Gait kinematics after an ACL lesion
In comparison with the healthy knee, our data showed that, for the studied patients, the 3D knee kinematics was modified after an ACL lesion. In flexion-extension, ROM decreased for the deficient knee compared to the healthy knee (Fig. 6 ). This parameter was previously underlined by many publications [9, 13, 46-52]. However, other authors did not find it [8, 11, 16, 52] . Many reasons could be advanced to explain this discordance. Firstly, this parameter varies from individual to individual and depends on their more or less successful adaptation to the ACL deficiency [53, 54] . Secondly, the time passed since the lesion also influences the amplitude measured in flexion-extension. For example Knoll et al.
[8] found a decrease in flexion-extension only in patients with an acute lesion (mean delay after the lesion: 12 days). A flexion-extension decrease was present in 57% of Wexler's patients [49] and in 80% of Briac's patients [32] . This discordance underlines that the study of the kinematics only in the sagittal plane is not sufficient.
In internal-external rotation, an ROM decrease was also shown (Fig. 6 ). The comparison with the data from the literature is here tricky since the maximum angle of the tibial rotation is generally measured. For instance, some authors have underlined an increase of the external rotation [35, 55] ; others an increase of the internal rotation [16] . Jonsson [56] did not underline any significant differences, although this last study did not include any dynamical measurements. The increase of the external rotation has been interpreted as a possible adaptation to the knee instability [35] . Our method does not give absolute angles, it calculates the mean ROM. The kinematics alteration could correspond to a modification of the muscular control during walking. The EMG data precisely suggest that the muscular activity is different after an ACL lesion [57-59]. The activity of the hamstring muscles, especially of the biceps femoris, would be extended. The hamstring muscles are agonists of the ACL and take part in the knee internal-external rotation. So, the ROM decrease measured in this study could be a consequence of the muscular system adaptation to the ACL deficiency.
In abduction-adduction no systematic modification has been underlined (Fig. 6) . Three patients showed an did not find any modification in comparison with the healthy knee. Georgoulis [16] and Brandsson [6] did not underline any significant differences. Zhang [35] measured an increase in the abduction. Other studies are necessary to better understand the kinematics in the frontal plane and the role of potential alterations of the functioning of the deficient knee.
Gait kinematics after an ACL reconstruction A year after an ACL reconstruction, an improvement in knee function and clinical score can be observed in all patients (Fig. 5) . According to the IKDC's criteria, four knees were classified A (normal) and one was classified B (almost normal). The IKDC subjective score was improved and the laxity was physiological (normal) for four patients. The laxity was still high (5 mm) for one patient. All patients did not resume their sportive and professional activities; two patients still limit their sport participation. These results are in concordance with those from the literature [1] .
Contrarily, a year after the ACL reconstruction, the 3D kinematics was still perturbed. In flexion-extension, an ROM limitation persisted for the operated knee (Fig. 6) . However, a gain compared to the preoperative values was measured (Fig. 7) . This improvement was present for both knees, which explains the permanence of differences between the healthy and the operated knee. The studies of Gokeler [9] and of Hooper [12] also showed the persistence of this difference in flexionextension, respectively 6 and 12 months after the surgery. Bulgheroni [17] found a tendency to the normalization of the kinematics parameters 17 months after the ACL reconstruction, in comparison with healthy controls. This suggests that the necessary time for the ROM normalization in flexion-extension could be more than one year. In our study, the patients with the highest subjective scores (>75 points) presented the closer ROM regarding their healthy side. The perception of knee functioning that the patient has could also influence the evolution of this kinematics parameter. Georgoulis [16] did not underline any difference 30 weeks after the ACL reconstruction, in comparison with healthy subjects. All the patients enrolled in this study presented an excellent function of the operated knee, but the lack of objective score limits the comparison.
In internal-external rotation, an ROM increase was measured after the surgery (Figs. 6, 7) . A study of Brandsson [6] suggested that the internal-external rotation was not restored after the ACL reconstruction. Georgoulis [16] did not initially underline any rotational disorder during walking, in comparison with healthy subjects. But in another study of the same group [15] , an increase of the ROM for the operated knee was observed compared to the healthy one. This observation was realized when the patients were asked to go a few steps down and then to pivot, at the bottom of the stairs. An ROM increase, during a light downward run, was also underlined by Tashman et al. [14] a year after the surgery. As for our patients, the operating technique used for these three studies was an ACL reconstruction with bone-patellar tendon-bone autograft, with the exception of four patients between the six patients of Tashman et al. (reconstruction with hamstring tendons autograft). In abduction-adduction, the ROM of the operated knees had a tendency to get closer to the value of the healthy knee. A decrease was observed after surgery for three patients where an increase was present before the surgery. The inverse was observed for one patient (no 5). (Figs. 6, 7) . With the exception of Tashman et al. [14] , who showed an increase of the abduction, others' investigations did not underline any differences [6, 15, 16] . Further studies are also needed to better understand the kinematics evolution of the operated knee in the frontal plane.
This study had some limitations. The population was small since the framework of the study was limited to underlying the effectiveness of a new measuring system for 3D knee function evaluation after ACL reconstruction. Actually a larger population is needed to evaluate the improvement of laxity after this ACL reconstruction. Moreover, our analysis was focused on the 3D ROM of knee angles. Nevertheless, the results are coherent with the literature. Firstly, this study confirmed that knee kinematics was modified after an ACL lesion [9, 13, 16, 32, 35, 46, 47, 51, 55] . It also showed that an instrumented gait analysis in the sagittal plane is not sufficient [16, 35, 55] . But particularly, this study suggested that the 3D kinematics remained still altered a year after the surgery, in the studied population. A decrease of the ROM persisted in flexion-extension a year after the surgery. This parameter probably depends on multiple factors. The time period from the surgery and the patient's adaptation after the reconstruction are likely to modify it [9, 12, 16, 17] . For the postoperative evaluation, limiting the analysis to the sagittal plane was also inadequate. The persistence of internal-external rotational disorders was especially well underlined in this study. This kinematics parameter could be particularly interesting: the ACL not only controls the sagittal translation of the knee, but also the internal-external rotation. The agreement of these results with in vitro [7, 60, 61] and in vivo [6, 14, 15] studies suggests that the reconstruction techniques with bone-patellar tendonbone autograft and with hamstring tendons autograft do not restore the control of the internal-external rotation. The persistence of such disorders could contribute towards modifying the stresses on the cartilage during daily activities. The proposed gait analysis does not currently permit to relate to the development of knee osteoarthrosis. But it represents a promising tool for the evaluation of surgical techniques susceptible to improve the internal-external rotation (graft's positioning, ACL two bundles reconstruction). Moreover, the development of analysis tools like these, easy to position and ready to handle by physicians, therapists, or nurses, allows a longitudinal follow-up of large populations. Long time measurements of various activities (walking, uphilldownhill walking, climbing, etc.), in outdoors and without supervision, could also be envisaged. Such prospects are susceptible to improve the knowledge of the gradual change of patients with an ACL lesion. 
